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1-Year Extended Warranty Plan for Narwal Freo
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Accessories Pack for Freo X Ultra
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Solid Floor Cleaner Detergent Sheet for T10 (20 pcs x 2)
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Side Brush for T10 (2Pcs)
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Narwal Freo Versatile Self Mop Clean Robot with DirtSense*
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Extended Warranty Plan for Narwal Freo X Ultra
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1-Year Extended Warranty Plan for Narwal Freo
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Accessories Pack for Freo X Ultra
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3pcs Disposable Dust Bag for Freo X Ultra
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Specially Formulated Floor Cleaner for Freo X Ultra
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Narwal Mop Cloth for Freo X Ultra
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Dust Bin for Freo X Ultra
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Side Brush for Freo/Freo X Ultra (2 pcs)
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Threshold Modules for Freo/Freo X Ultra
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Threshold Extension Modules for Freo/Freo X Ultra
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Zero-tangling Silent Roller Brush for Freo X Ultra
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Accessories Pack for Freo
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Side Brush for Freo/Freo X Ultra (2 pcs)
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Dust Bin for Freo X Ultra
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Solid Floor Cleaner Detergent Sheet for T10 (20 pcs x 2)
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Mop Cloth for T10 (2 pcs)
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Threshold Ramp for T10 (1 Pack)
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                                                                        With three dogs, a cat and a bird, we have lots of fur and feathers to clean up and very dirty floors. It maps rooms and floors with ease. It has by far the most powerful suction of any robot I've had. It moves seamlessly from vacuuming to mopping or doing both simultaneously. I can say that Narwal Freo X Ultra is a real gift.
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Ina Miller

                                                            


                                                

                                                    
                                                        
                                                                    
                                                                        Narwal Freo X Ultra has a powerful suction that can clean carpets and hard floors without any hair tangling. The best feature is the AI DirtSense, which can detect the dirt level and adjust the cleaning mode accordingly. I'm very happy with it and I would highly recommend it to anyone who is looking for a smart and convenient robot.
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                                                                        The Narwal Freo is just so smart! My floors pass the white glove test after Freo has been working here. If I spill water on the floor and wipe it up with a white paper towel, the paper towel is still white. Clever design that makes it so I don't have to work at keeping my house clean. I have never had such clean floors.
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                                                                        We are a household of 3 humans and 4 cats, and with the pet hair and the cats tracking litter outside the box, having a good cleaning device is important. The Freo does a great job of vacuuming and mopping all in one command. We run it daily and our floors have never been cleaner.
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David Brown

                                                            


                                                

                                                    
                                                        
                                                                    
                                                                        With the Freo we have finally found our great cleaning device that is efficient, does a great job, is quiet, and easy to use. Even our family has remarked how much better our floors look recently. When we showed them the Freo in action, they said that now they need to get one too!
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                                                                        If you have OCD about your floors being clean, this robot is for you. When this robot is done, it will go back to the base station, wash it's pads, and then dry them, and it really does dry them. The entire robot is very quiet. I could be on a zoom meeting with it running and it would be fine.
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                                                                        I did my research on the Narwal Freo and it has been impressive with mapping using LIDAR, suction power & mopping.Â I like how the Narwal Freo will return to the station to clean the mops in the middle of a job.Â The sensors are impressive as the Narwal Freo will scrub and mop specific areas that have stains or spills.
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Jessica Martinez

                                                            


                                                

                                                    
                                                        
                                                                    
                                                                        Love it so far! Large dirty and clean water tanks mean you don't spend significant time changing out water. Unit automatically adds the right amount of cleaning solution to the water. This thing is quiet! We can run it while doing other activities in the house. This is absolutely a 5-star product. Beats manual mopping any day of the week!
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                                                                        I have never personally had a product change my life the way the Narwal has! The cleaner and mop functions are fantastic and keep my hardwood and tile floors in excellent shape. I never feel like I'm walking around a dirty floor. So if you are in a family that likes to be barefoot at home, this is especially a great add on to your lives.
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                                                    "The Narwal Freo is an extremely effective robot vacuum and mop, especially if you have pets."
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